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ABSTRACT 
 
On self-propelled agricultural sprayers, automatic control systems control the 
height of the boom through ground detection sensors and hydraulics actuators. 
There is limited information available to assess the performance of these control 
systems, and less information available documenting the required field, test, and 
machine parameters.  
 This research is focused on developing a general procedure to compare the 
performance of automatic boom height control systems. This research will provide 
general background information regarding the self-propelled sprayer and the 
importance of boom height control. The current literature in the agriculture industry 
around procedures and metrics to compare systems will be addressed. A general 
procedure was developed to collect the necessary boom height data to compare 
control systems in a field environment, and the documentation of necessary field, 
test, and machine parameters to produce accurate and repeatable results. A metric 
was then developed to characterize the terrain, which will ultimately limit the 
performance of the control system. An improved metric was then established to 
effectively analyze the boom height data and compare the performance of the 
systems. Data was then collected with three different control systems in a field-
testing environment. The relevant background information was documented, the 
terrain characterized, and the boom height data summarized.   
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION: 
1.1 Project Introduction 
As the world population continues to grow, agricultural productivity will need to 
continue to increase. It is estimated that by 2050, agricultural productivity will have to 
increase by an estimated 60% (Harvey, 2013). This is no small task as producers are 
already highly focused on maximizing yield potential. A major factor that limits yields are 
weed and pest management. Weeds have always been a major problem for farmers as 
they steal water, sunlight, and nutrients from the crop that is growing in the field 
(Monsanto, 2017). Historically, tillage operations and a minimal use of herbicides were 
used to eliminate weeds. With an overall agricultural trend in the United States towards 
less tillage operations, it is even more important for additional herbicide application to 
eliminate these undesired weeds. Herbicide application has been extremely common in 
the United States in the last few decades, and consistently over 80% of the corn, 
soybeans, and cotton planted in the United State are sprayed with herbicide 
(Fernandez-Cornejo, et al., 2014). The machines used to spray these chemicals are 
often self-propelled agricultural sprayers (Figure 1.1).  
 
Figure 1.1: John Deere Self-Propelled Agricultural Sprayer 
1.2 Components on a Self-Propelled Agricultural Sprayer  
There are several different manufacturers of self-propelled agricultural sprayers 
but fundamentally, these machines are very similar. Hydraulic wheel motors are used 
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on each wheel to propel the machines through the field at speeds ranging up to 20 
miles an hour. These machines have product tanks mounted on the chassis to store the 
chemicals that are sprayed over the crop canopy or onto bare ground if being applied 
pre-emergence. These product tanks are often over 1000 gallons to store a large 
amount of chemicals during application. A boom is mounted on the self-propelled 
sprayer to facilitate distribution of chemicals across a specific application width of the 
machine. The boom structure on the left side is the left wing and the right side the right 
wing respectively (Figure 1.2).  
 
Figure 1.2: John Deere Self-Propelled Agricultrual Sprayer Machine Boom Terminology 
The boom is used to hold the hoses that are needed to transport the liquid from 
the product tank to nozzles that are installed across the length of the boom. The nozzles 
then physically spray the chemicals out over the crop or the ground. Manufacturers 
have continually increased the width of these booms to maximize the amount of 
acreage covered in a given time. Several boom sizes are available with common sizes 
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ranging from 80 to 132 ft. To control the 
height of the boom above the ground, 
hydraulic cylinders are used to raise and 
lower the entire boom frame, tilt up or down 
the left/right wings (Figure 1.3) and to fold 
the boom to a transport mode.  
Ultrasonic sensors are often used to 
detect the distance from the sensor to the 
ground or height of the boom to the ground. 
Newer sensors also have the functionality to sense the distance from the boom to the 
ground through a crop canopy, as well as the distance to the top of the crop canopy. 
Depending on the manufacturer and the system, there is often three or five sensors 
installed on the boom. One sensor is typically installed on the center of the boom and 
one to two sensors on both wings (Figure 1.4). 
 
Figure 1.4: Ultrasonic Sensors Installed on Sprayer Right Wing 
1.3 Typical Spraying Application 
There are a few different customers in the global sprayer market. First, farmers 
may purchase a sprayer and spray chemicals on their fields as needed. These farmers 
historically have purchased smaller machines and are often more conservative with 
Figure 1.3: Hydraulic Cylinders Used to Raise 
and Lower the Left and Right Wings 
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their application speed. The second buyer of these machines are custom applicators 
who are contracted by farmers to spray their fields when weeds outbreak occurs or for 
weed prevention. These custom application businesses will often have several 
machines and employees who will spray for extremely long hours during the peak 
spraying season. These custom applicators are often paid by the acre, causing them to 
purchase larger machines and run the machines faster to maximize their profits. 
Custom applicators will also often have several farmers needing fields to be sprayed at 
the same time creating very small windows to complete each application. This has 
created a continual desire for manufacturers to build wider machines that can be driven 
at higher speeds over terrain that is more uneven. 
1.4 Importance of Maintaining Level Boom Height 
When it comes to completing a spray application there are many factors that go 
into maximizing the effectiveness and quality of the application. One of the most 
important factors is the ability to maintain a level and consistent boom height across the 
length of the boom. This is important to maximize the quality of the application and to 
minimize any negative environmental effects from the application. In an ideal world 
during the entire application, the boom will be at a desired level height above the ground 
across the entire boom. This will ensure that all areas being sprayed will be sprayed 
with the same amount of chemical and that no over or under application will occur. This 
becomes a problem as the machine drives through the field over uneven terrain; the 
boom will tend to roll back and forth creating one side of the boom to be higher than the 
target height and the other side to be lower than the target height (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.5: Boom Roll Creating Boom Height Error and Inconsistent Spray Coverage 
In this scenario, the nozzles on the outer left wing will be very close to the ground 
and much of the ground between the nozzles will receive no application. Additionally, 
directly below these nozzles will receive most of the chemical, as there is not enough 
distance from the nozzles to the ground to allow the chemical to fan out causing over 
application in these areas. In extreme terrain environments, it is also not uncommon for 
a wing to strike the ground leading to potential structural damage to the boom. In the 
scenario in Figure 1.5, the nozzles on the outer right wing are much higher than the 
target height. This becomes a concern, as the droplets coming from the nozzles may 
not reach their desired location below the wing leading to inconsistent coverage. These 
droplets could also be caught in the wind and transported to an off-target location called 
spray drift.  
The issue of spray drift has always been an issue in liquid herbicide application, 
but recently it has become a very large problem in the United States. Spray drift started 
to become a larger concern as seed companies started to develop crops that are 
resistant to herbicides. This first started in the late 20th century when seed companies 
released glyphosate-resistant crops. Glyphosate, or the active ingredient in Monsanto’s 
Roundup is now the most used chemical to kill weeds in the history of agriculture 
(Hoesen, 2016). Glyphosate-resistant crops allow farmers to spray glyphosate after 
plant emergence to eliminate the undesired weeds without having any effect on the crop 
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they planted. This became an extremely popular procedure, as previously farmers were 
not able to spray herbicide after emergence. Over twenty years later with the continual 
use of glyphosate herbicides the weeds have started to develop a resistance to 
glyphosate. This issue has grown to the point that is it estimated that somewhere 
between 45%-65% of all acres in the United States have some level of herbicide 
resistance (Sfiligoj, 2016).  
To attempt to eliminate these super weeds seed companies have started to 
develop new genetics that are tolerant to different herbicides. One of the more recent 
innovations is Dicamba-resistant soybeans. By planting Dicamba resistant soybeans, 
farmers are able to spray the more powerful herbicide, Dicamba, over their soybeans to 
attempt to eliminate the super weeds. This has caused a larger issue in the United 
States today as not all farmers will plant Dicamba tolerant soybeans. This means that 
any Dicamba that comes into contact with the non-Dicamba tolerant soybeans will have 
negative effects on the soybean plant and may causes the plant to die. The other issue 
with Dicamba is that it is very volatile. It becomes airborne easily and is susceptible to 
spray drift. All these combinations has turned into a massive problem in the United 
States today, and it is estimated that 3.6 million acres of soybeans have been affected 
by Dicamba in the United States (Nosowitz, 2017). There are different ways to attempt 
to minimize this spray drift such as different nozzles to create larger droplet sizes, but 
by far the best way is to maintain a level and consistent boom height throughout the 
application. 
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1.5 Development and History of Boom Height Control  
In an attempt to eliminate this spray drift and provide a more consistent spray 
coverage across the length of the boom, manufacturers have created systems that 
automatically controls the height of the boom. These systems are called boom height 
control. Boom height control works by using some type of sensors mounted on the 
boom to sense the height above the ground, hydraulic 
cylinders to raise and lower the main boom and 
left/right wing, and an overall control strategy to 
decide when to move each part of the boom. 
Automatic boom height control has been around for a 
couple decades, but the first known US patent related 
to this topic was published in September of 1994 by 
Rhs Fertilizing/Spraying Systems (Heiniger, et al., 
1994). This very early version of a sprayer system 
had many similarities to the systems that are on 
machines today. This machine had a boom, nozzles, 
height sensors, and the ability to raise and lower the 
boom and to tilt each wing (Figure 1.6). This system was very basic it was extremely 
innovative giving applicators better control of their boom height and an overall improved 
spray application quality.  
As herbicide application became more common in the early 21st century, there 
was a growing demand to spray more acres in less time. With this demand, 
manufacturers started building sprayers that had larger product tanks, wider booms, 
Figure 1.6: First Known Boom 
Height Control on Self-Propelled 
Agricultural Sprayer 
Source: (Heiniger et al., 1994) 
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and that could drive faster. This created a problem with maintaining a level boom as 
when driving over uneven terrain with a wider boom and at faster speeds, it was more 
difficult for the automatic height control system to adjust the boom height fast enough to 
maintain a level height. Manufacturers then started to change the boom structure to 
allow the boom to rotate from the chassis by introducing a pivot connection to link the 
boom frame to the fixed frame (Figure 1.7). Different sprayer manufacturers all use 
different methods to mount the boom, but the logic is the same to attempt to allow the 
boom to rotate around a pivot location. The fixed frame is then connected to the chassis 
by hydraulic cylinders that allow the fixed frame and therefore the boom to be raised 
and lowered. 
 
Figure 1.7: Boom Design Change from Fixed Boom to Floating Boom 
 If the boom is fixed to the fixed frame and therefore to the chassis, the boom and 
the chassis will always be at the same angle without boom height adjustments. When 
traveling at higher speeds over uneven terrain the chassis tends to rolls from side to 
side, and the booms wings would constantly be unstable and rarely close to the target 
height. Creating a free-floating boom allows the boom to rotate on its own axis and 
attempts to decouple the chassis dynamics from the boom. This then helps to keep the 
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entire boom parallel to the ground when driving over uneven terrain. This is not a 
perfect system, but it does provide improvement over a fixed boom setup. Not all 
machines are designed with this floating boom configuration, but most major 
manufacturers offer a model with a pivot connection, especially on machines with wider 
booms.  
With the upgrade to a floating boom setup, innovations in boom height control 
were continually introduced to provide additional performance and allow operators to 
increase their spraying productivity and application quality. In 2003, NORAC Systems 
International Inc. filed a patent with a new method for automatic boom height control. 
This system attempts to maintain a level boom height by controlling for boom roll 
(Strelioff et al., 2004). Boom roll is the angle of the floating boom relative to the chassis 
(Figure 1.8). 
 
Figure 1.8: Boom Roll: Floating Boom Angle Relative to Chassis Angle 
 Another approach for automatic boom height control was a system developed by 
Raven Industries Inc. (Shivak, 2006). This system uses wheels that are mounted on the 
boom to allow the boom to ride on the ground, and hydraulically raise or lower the wings 
if needed (Figure 1.9). 
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Figure 1.9: Raven Industries Inc, Ground Contacting Boom Height Control 
Source: (Shivak, 2006). 
The improvement in hydraulic and electrohydraulic components have also helped 
with improved boom height control. The biggest upgrade from improved hydraulic 
control using proportional hydraulic valves over on-off valves. Proportional valves 
provide the ability to move the cylinders at different speeds.  
Other automatic boom height control systems that have been used in the United 
States are BoomTrac Pro from John Deere, a solution from Bestway, which is mainly 
used on pull type sprayers, RiteHeight from Greentronics, and Topcon Agriculture has 
also released different systems, but has recently acquired NORAC. Raven and NORAC 
are very popular systems today in the United States, and both companies have different 
boom height control systems to provide multiple levels of performance in most terrain 
environments. 
1.6 Boom Height Control Solutions Available Today 
Raven Industries and NORAC were some of the first companies to deliver 
automatic boom height control for the agricultural market, in the early 2000s. Since then 
both companies have continually upgraded their systems to provide their customers 
with a better product. Both companies have several different solutions to provide 
different levels of performance based on the operator’s needs. 
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1.6.1 Raven Industries Boom Height Control Solutions 
Raven’s automatic boom height control solutions that are available today are 
unique in that they have a system that uses ultrasonic sensors, ground contact bogey 
wheels, and additional mechanical upgrades if additional performance is desired. 
Raven’s AutoBoom PowerGlide Plus uses a cushioned bogey wheels mounted on the 
boom and hydraulics to raise or lower the wings when needed. The bogey system 
works well for preventing boom to ground contact, but the bogey wheels could damage 
developed crops in a field. This system is advertised as a relatively low cost solution. 
Raven’s Autoboom UltraGlide system uses ultrasonic sensors mounted on the boom 
and can be used in both pre- and post-emergence situations. A more expensive solution 
from Raven is called Autoboom UltraGlide + PowerGlide Plus. This system used both 
the bogey wheels and ultrasonic sensors for an improved system (Figure 1.10). (Raven 
Industries, (n.d.)) 
 
Figure 1.10: Raven AutoBoom UltraGlide + PowerGlide Plus 
Source: Raven Industries (n.d.) 
Raven also has an upgrade package called AutoBoom XT. This is an upgrade 
package in additional to AutoBoom Ultraglide that dynamically controls the center boom 
rack by damping boom roll that is often created. This upgrade package uses rotational 
sensors and hydraulic cylinders to dampen boom roll. (Raven Industries, (n.d.)) 
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1.6.2 NORAC Boom Height Control Solutions 
NORAC has consistently marketed their boom height control solutions as 
industry leading and being able to provide their customers with the best solution for their 
application. Currently, NORAC has four different system options depending on the 
needs of the operator (Figure 1.11).  
 
Figure 1.11: Different Boom Height Control Solutions from NORAC 
Source: NORAC Systems International (n.d.) 
NORAC’s Standard Control is the base and most cost effective system from 
NORAC that uses existing on-off valves from height control. Passive Roll is the 
upgraded version that used NORAC’s proportional valves and compensates for boom 
roll for better performance. Active Roll is marketed for better performance in the most 
challenging terrain by monitoring and controlling boom roll. NORAC’s most expensive 
and actively marketed as a premier solution Active Wing Roll hydraulically links the 
wings together to simulate roll for control in the most severe terrain conditions. (NORAC 
Systems International. (n.d.)) 
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1.7 Deciding on Boom Height Control Solution to Use 
With all these different solutions readily available in the market today it is very 
challenging for an operator to choose which solutions will work best for his or her 
operation. There are many different factors that go into this decision, and many of these 
factors are hard to quantify and uncontrollable.  
The main factor that limits the performance is the terrain driven. For some 
applicators, the terrain over which will be spraying may be relatively flat, but others may 
have hilly terrain or ground with farmable terraces that cause issues in maintaining a 
consistent boom height. It is very difficult to explain the severity of this terrain. Ground 
speed is also a factor and will change based on the applicator or type of application. 
The actual machine setup such as physical linkages and damping ability of the boom 
will play a role in how the boom reacts. Different manufacturers all have unique machine 
and boom setups and this will have a large factor on the performance of the system. 
Additionally, the size of the machine is a factor as a wider machine will often need a 
better control system. The cost of the different systems will also be a large factor in 
making the decision of which system to purchase. 
With all of these factors to take into consideration how does a customer choose 
which system is best for his or her machine and operation? Historically, this decision is 
created from operator perception and qualitative analysis. A customer can do research 
online or have a conversation with a sales representative, but this is qualitative 
information and highly opinionated. To provide a customer with information to allow him 
or her to make the best decision, there needs to be a way to quantitatively assess 
different boom height control solutions. 
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the market for self-propelled agricultural sprayers, there are several different 
providers that create an automatic boom height control system. A custom applicator or 
producer who is looking to upgrade to an automatic boom height control system needs 
a way to quantitatively analyze different systems to decide which option is best for his 
operation and price range. In development of automatic boom height control systems 
manufacturers also need a way to analyze their system to assess advantages and 
disadvantages when different design changes or control theory are made. Several 
documents have been published with methodologies and metrics to compare the 
automatic boom height control systems, but an industry wide procedure has not been 
accepted to document boom height control performance. 
2.1 Current Literature to Compare Boom Height Control Systems 
2.1.1 Automatic Control of Boom Height and Positioning on a Self Propelled 
Sprayer  
In the early 2000s Sartori, et al., developed an automatic boom height control 
system and created metrics to analyze its performance against an operator controlling 
the height manually. In 2002, they published literature documenting their testing 
procedure and the results from testing. This control system was developed on a JACTO 
UNIPORT 2000 series 9800, model S-105 self-propelled sprayer with a 21-meter boom. 
The control system used eight ultrasonic sensors, four on each wing. The height data 
from the outermost sensor on each wing was used compare the systems. This sensor 
was mounted 10.245 meters from the center of the machine, and assumed to be at the 
end of the wing. To test the performance of this automatic control system the machine 
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was driven through different test fields with changing testing parameters. This testing 
was performed in Itiquira, Brazil over soil that was said to be firm, sandy, and slightly 
compacted. The machine was driven at ground speeds of 16 km/h and 19 km/h. 16 
km/h was noted as a typical driving speed for spraying, and 19 km/h was considered 
excessive. When performing the testing the operator was also required to steer the 
machine, as auto steer was not available. For testing, the automatic control system was 
compared against an experienced and inexperienced operator controlling the boom 
height manually. The testing took place over three different test courses with different 
terrain features (Figure 2.1). In trials one and three passes over the terraces were also 
created separately.  
 
Figure 2.1: Test Paths Used by Sartori, et al., 2002 
Source: (Sartori et al., 2002) 
To analyze the data collected from the ultrasonic sensors and compare the 
systems two final metrics were used. According to Sartori, et al., 2002, the two final 
metrics used were an “Average total deviation of the boom sections position in relation 
to the objective height, in %” and “Permanence of the boom sections on the objective 
height area, 800 up to 1200 mm, on the boom end.” The average total deviation was 
calculated from the sum of the absolute value of the average error and the coefficient of 
variation. This was calculated for the data on the both the left wing sensor and right 
wing sensor. The final metric displayed was then calculated as the average of left total 
deviation and the right total deviation (Table 2.1). Secondly, the permanence of the 
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boom sections was calculated as the percent of data points from the outer sensor 
between 800 and 1200 mm. The final permanence metric was then quantified as the 
average of the left and right wing (Table 2.1).  
Table 2.1: Calculation of Data Analysis Metrics Used by Sartori, et al., 2002 
Source: (Sartori, et al., 2002) 
 
Two final tables were created with the final left and right averaged permanence 
metric (Table 2.2) and final left and right averaged total deviation (Table 2.3) and for 
each test course, ground speed, and operator or automatic system.  
Table 2.2: Permanence Metric for Each Test Trial Used by Sartori, et al., 2002 
Source: (Sartori, et al., 2002) 
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Table 2.3: Total Deviation Metric for Each Test Trial Used by Sartori, et al., 2002 
Source: (Sartori, et al., 2002) 
 
The procedure used by Sartori, et al., 2002, provides background information 
documenting testing parameters. The testing location, soil conditions, machine 
parameters, crop conditions, and overall terrain features were explained. This type of 
information is crucial in field-testing to explain in detail how the different systems 
behave in a certain type of environment. Although an attempt to explain terrain 
information was provided, it was difficult to fully understand the severity of the terrain. 
An improved procedure should be used to provide more descriptive information about 
terrain features in testing, as this ultimately affects the performance. Providing test runs 
with a manual control was very helpful by providing a baseline to compare the automatic 
control system against.  
To analyze the collected data several metrics were used. It was very difficult to 
understand what each metric was, how it indicated performance, and why it was used. 
The average total deviation was calculated by the sum of the absolute values of the 
average error and the coefficient of variance. This metric was an attempt to quantify the 
range of the data, but it is unclear exactly what this represents. The percentage of time 
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within +/-10% of the target height is a way to show when the boom is within an 
acceptable range. This perceived acceptable range is however very biased and will 
change from each operator and test conditions. For clarity and ease of explanation, a 
more concrete and simple metric should be used that can be easily understood and can 
be explained to someone with limited or no engineering background. 
2.1.2 The Hockley Index  
In 2012, a different metric was proposed to create a common standard to 
quantitatively analyze automatic boom height control systems, called the Hockley Index 
(Griffith, et al., 2012). The Hockley index uses height data collected from the ultrasonic 
sensors to make an objective comparison between different systems. To perform this 
test using the Hockley Index the machine is driven through a field, test track, or desired 
testing location with each system. The height data is collected from the ultrasonic 
sensors, processed using the Hockley Index metric, and can be compared against the 
other systems.  
The Hockley Index is a metric that catalogs the time the height of the boom is in 
different height ranges (Figure 2.2) using data from an ultrasonic sensor. When the 
height of the boom is close to the target height the Hockley Index gains points. As the 
boom becomes farther from the target height the Hockley Index will start to subtract 
points. These ranges are weighted based on their effect on application quality. The final 
Hockley Index then outputs a number from -100 to 100 (Equation 1). A perfect score of 
100 would indicate that the boom height was within +/- 5 inches of the target height for 
the duration of the test. The worse possible score of -100 would indicate that the boom 
height was either less than -25 inches or greater than 25 inches for the entire test run.  
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Figure 2.2: Graphical Explination of the Hockley Index 
Source: (Griffith, et al., 2012) 
Equation 1: Hockley Index Equation from Griffith et al., 2012 
Source: (Griffith, et al., 2012) 
 
The Hockley Index creates an objective metric to analyze the data collected from the 
ultrasonic sensors to compare different boom height control systems. This metric 
creates a single value output that can be easily explained and documented. The metric 
was proposed to be used as an industry standard metric to compare automatic boom 
height control systems. The Hockley Index catalogs the time the boom is spent in 
different heights ranges and scales these ranges as they relate to the quality of the 
application. The importance of these ranges could however change in different spraying 
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applications, and the Hockley Index may become misleading. The Hockley Index also 
removes any engineering units associated with the metric. It is easy to see relative 
differences between systems, but very difficult to quantify the level of difference 
between system. This article also does not discuss documentation of field conditions or 
other variables for testing. Comments were only made on that the Hockley Index should 
only be used to compare data runs with tests in similar situations while holding as many 
factors as possible constant. More background information will need to be provided 
documenting these testing parameters. 
2.1.3 A Method for Testing Automatic Spray Boom Height Control Systems 
In 2015, a stationary test stand was created to compare boom height control 
systems in a more controlled environment (Herbst et al., 2015). This system used a test 
bench with two linear raising and lowering platforms to simulate changing ground height 
under both sides of the boom simultaneously (Figure 2.3). As the platform is raised or 
lowered the height from the ultrasonic sensor to the platform will change causing the 
boom height control system to react and adjust the wings to attempt to maintain a level 
height. This platform was raised and lowered at different speeds and height to simulate 
changing terrain under the wings during testing. 
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Figure 2.3: Stationary Boom Height Setup with Raise/Lower Platform Used by Herbst, et al., 2015 
Source: (Herbst, et al., 2015) 
Two different tests were performed with two different sprayers and five 
replications per test iteration. In the first test, the platforms on both sides of the machine 
were raised and lowered in unison to evaluate the height control. In the second test, the 
platforms were raised and lowered in opposite directions to evaluate the tilt control. A 
laser sensor was mounted in the same location as the ultrasonic sensor to record the 
height of the boom above the platform. Several metrics were used to analyze the boom 
height data. The standard deviation and coefficient of variance were calculated from the 
deviation of the height data. Also a percentage of data point that deviated by less than 
20% of the target height, and finally a modified Hockley Index (Equation 2). A table of 
these final metrics was produced to compare the different systems (Table 2.4). 
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Equation 2: Modified Hockley Index Used by Herbst, et al., 2015  
Source: (Herbst, et al., 2015) 
 
Table 2.4: Displayed Results from Testing by Herbst, et al., 2015 
Source: (Herbst, et al., 2015) 
 
By performing the testing in lab environment variables such as soil conditions, 
terrain features, and other environmental factors are removed from the testing 
procedure. The standard deviation and coefficient of variance show the range of the 
height values and overall performance comparisons of the systems. Limited additional 
information was gained by the percentage of data differencing by less than 20% from 
the set value, and the modified Hockley Index.  
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When looking at the different testing replications it is clear that the stationary testing 
procedure produces constant and repeatable results. The main issue that arises from 
performing only stationary testing is that this removes the main interaction between the 
machine dynamics from the terrain features and dynamics of the boom frame. This 
interaction is ultimately the biggest factor in the performance of the automatic boom 
height control system. To effectively analyze different boom height control systems in a 
lab test environment the dynamics of the machine would also need to be inputs into the 
test stand. 
2.1.4 ISO 14131:2005 Agricultural-sprayers - Boom Steadiness - Test Methods 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) created an international 
standard in 2005 with the objective of “evaluating the stability of the boom and the 
quality of its suspension, and determining its movements” (ISO, 2005). This standard 
calls for sensors to be installed that record the displacement of horizontal and vertical 
displacements of the boom. The vertical distance was defined as the “distance between 
the position at rest of a boom section end at the beginning of the test and its position at 
the moment given, measured along the vertical axis, in a vertical plan perpendicular to 
the axis of the boom.” The horizontal distance defined as the “distance between the 
position at rest of a boom section end, at the beginning of the test, and its position at the 
moment given measured along the horizontal axis, in a vertical plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the boom.” These vertical and horizontal distances are to be collected at a 
minimum of 10 Hz during testing. This data is then analyzed to assess the stability of 
the system.  
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The standard calls for documentation of the machine parameters, dimensional 
specifications, and testing conditions. The machine parameters to be documented are 
the description of the tractor or sprayer used, the tires used and the tire inflation 
pressure, the weight of the machine, the level of the liquid in the product tank, the track 
width, and the wheelbase of the machine. Dimensional specifications to be documented 
are the “height between the lower base of the trapeze or the lower pivot point and the 
line joining the output points of the nozzles, the distance between the outer nozzles, the 
distance between the lower basis of the lower trapeze or the lower point of the skids, 
and the height between the upper basis of the upper trapeze or the upper pivot point 
and the fictitious soil at moment t0” (ISO, 2005).  The wind speed should be recorded 
and must be less than 5 m/s measured at 2 m above the ground. The driving speed to 
be constant during the test. The height measurement device used to record to height of 
the boom over the ground should also be documented. 
The standard noted three different test approaches to run the machines and 
collect the data. Testing could be completed while driving the machine over a field, 
across an established test track, or in stationary setup using a simulator to apply 
mechanical energy to the sprayer. The test path for the field-testing should be the 
equivalent to at least 30 seconds of driving time. For testing over a test track, the track 
should be built using materials that do not move or lose their shape. The test track 
should be long enough for 25 seconds of drive time, and three replications should be 
recorded. The testing with a simulator calls for input signals with different frequencies 
and magnitudes to mimic machine dynamics driving through a field. These tests should 
be performed with three replications.  
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Prior to testing reference points are to be recorded in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions (Figure 2.4). These reference points are the position of the boom at 
rest, and will be used to compare the position of the boom during a test. Depending on 
the purpose of the test, several results can be created to assess the stability of the 
boom.  
 
Figure 2.4: ISO 14131 Results Used to Assess Boom Stability 
The ISO 14131 is effective in requiring documentation of more testing and 
machine parameters prior to testing. This information is critical to providing background 
knowledge to make conclusions when comparing different machines and testing 
conditions. The horizontal and vertical displacements are a way to measure the relative 
position of the boom. The height of the boom above the ground is the ultimate indicator 
of the performance of the system. In most modern boom height control systems, the 
height of the boom above the ground is known through the ultrasonic sensors, and 
therefore evaluating the system using the horizontal and vertical displacements is not 
needed. The standard is used to assess the steadiness of an agricultural sprayer. The 
stability or steadiness of a boom will often lead to maintaining a more consistent and 
level boom height, but boom steadiness alone cannot be used to make conclusions 
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comparing control solutions. Summarizing the data from the height sensors should be 
used to compare automatic boom height control systems. 
The standard also discussed several different ways to perform the testing, either 
in a dynamic setting by driving the machine through a test field or test track, or 
performing a stationary evaluation with mechanical simulators providing inputs into the 
machine. To provide an improved standard for the industry more detailed information 
should be discussed on which type of testing should be performed to compare 
automatic boom height control systems.   
2.2 Current Boom Height Control Metrics Comparison Conclusion 
Several different procedures and metrics were used to analyze automatic boom 
height control systems. Each procedure uses different methodologies to collect the 
data, and different metrics to compare the systems. An improved method is desired to 
allow manufacturers to compare automatic boom height control systems with the same 
procedure, processing the data in the same way, and outputting the results in the same 
format. This will make it much easier to compare different systems that are tested on 
different machines, at different times, and with different test configurations. To do 
develop this general procedure and improved metric, two main content areas are 
needed to effectively compare automatic boom height control systems. First, to 
document all the testing conditions, machine parameters, and test factors involved, and 
second to develop an improved metric that analyzes the boom height data collected and 
creates a key performance indicator that is a true representative of the performance of 
the system, that is repeatable in all testing and terrain environments, and is easily 
understood by different stakeholders. 
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CHAPTER 3.    OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
3.1 Research Objectives 
The long-term goal of this research is to provide the agricultural industry with a 
general procedure to analyze automatic boom height control systems. This procedure 
will create a standardized method to compare the performance of control systems, and 
document the required test variables and parameters to understand the test setup. This 
will provide customers with adequate knowledge to decide on the best system for their 
operation. This will also help manufacturers develop improved control systems, by 
providing them with a procedure to compare their systems against competitions and 
previous versions of their systems. This will eventually lead to improved boom height 
control systems that provide better application quality and minimize the potential for 
spray drift during applications. To do this the following objectives are stated. 
1. Develop a general procedure to compare automatic boom height control systems. 
Provide information on documenting the necessary field test metrics. Develop a data 
analysis metric that quantitatively analyzes the boom height data collected and 
creates a key performance indicator that assess the performance of the system.  
2. Based on the recommendations and metrics found in objective one provide an 
example comparing the performance of different automatic boom height control 
systems.  
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CHAPTER 4.    GENERAL PROCEDURE TO EVALUATE AUTOMATIC BOOM 
HEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS 
4.1 Chapter Introduction 
The focus of this chapter is to create a general procedure to analyze the 
performance of automatic boom height control systems. To do this, several topics will 
need to be addressed. First, the fundamentals of boom height control will be discussed. 
Secondly, the reasons behind why boom height control will be reviewed. Several 
different procedures to collect the boom height data will be discussed, but effectively the 
field-testing approach was determined to be used in testing. A metric was established 
that quantifies the severity of terrain and its relationship to the performance of the 
control system was developed and will be discussed. A metric was then established that 
analyzes the boom height data collected and creates a performance comparison metric 
comparing the performance of control systems. All of the necessary field, machine, and 
test variables needed to effectively provide background information will be provided. 
Testing requirements to perform this boom height comparison testing will be discussed. 
Finally, an example will be shown comparing three different automatic boom height 
control systems following the general procedure and using the metrics created to 
document the terrain and performance of the systems.   
4.2 Fundamentals of Automatic Boom Height Control Systems 
Several automatic boom height control systems are available in the agricultural 
market today. These systems all control the height of the boom with different sensors, 
controllers, and control logic, but fundamentally, the control systems are very similar. 
First, the operator inputs in a target height, the actual boom height is measured from an 
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ultrasonic sensor mounted on the boom and is subtracted from the target height. The 
boom height controller reads in this boom height error and makes a decision on how to 
react. The boom height controller then sends a message into the system or the boom 
frame to either raise or lower the boom frame, the left wing or the right wing. 
Additionally, physical disturbances also exists in the system. These disturbances will be 
discussed with further details in the next section. The system will then react based on 
the inputs and disturbances within the system. This reaction will then produce a different 
measured boom height output. This measured output is read in from the ultrasonic 
sensor, and the control loop is repeated (Figure 4.1). 
 
Figure 4.1: Automatic Boom Height Control Fundamental Logic 
4.3 Different Disturbances within Control System 
The disturbances that are within in the control system are effectively physical 
features or events that create height error. Without these disturbances the control 
system would not be needed as the boom height error would always be zero. There are 
three main disturbances that create boom height error. The first disturbance is chassis 
roll rate, the second is non-flat ground that creates boom height error, and the third is 
physical wing motions inducing boom roll angle. 
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4.3.1 Disturbance: Chassis Roll Rate 
The first disturbance that causes boom height error is from the chassis roll rate of 
the machine. The chassis roll angle is the angle of the machine (chassis) relative to a 
horizontal plane. This chassis roll angle changes as the machine travels through 
uneven terrain and often creates boom height error (Figure 4.2). At this angle, there will 
be significant boom height error, and the wings will need adjustments.  
 
Figure 4.2: Chassis Angle Creating Boom Height Error 
The critical disturbance is the chassis roll rate, or the rate at which the chassis 
roll angle changes. This chassis roll rate is calculated as the derivative of the chassis 
roll angle. Often times there will be chassis roll angle is present, but no height error is 
created (Figure 4.3).  
 
Figure 4.3: Chassis Roll Angle Without Boom Height Error 
Additionally, as the machine is rolling faster (higher magnitude of chassis roll 
rate) the control system will need to react faster to minimize the boom error that is 
created. With smaller magnitudes of chassis roll rate the control system will have more 
time to react and less boom height error is created. There is often a direct relationship 
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between the chassis roll rate of the machines and the boom height error that is created. 
The chassis roll rate will ultimately limit the performance of the automatic boom height 
control system, as chassis roll rate is an always-present disturbance within the system. 
4.3.2 Disturbance: Non-Flat Terrain without Chassis Roll Rate 
The second disturbance creating boom height error is caused from non-flat 
terrain that does not induce significant chassis roll rate. This source of error comes from 
the machine tires traveling over level ground, but the terrain under the wings and 
ultrasonic sensors changes (Figure 4.4). Examples of this could be side slopes, 
changes in a crop canopy, a wing hovering over a terrace or waterway.  
 
Figure 4.4: Boom Height Error from Uneven Terrain Features 
4.3.3 Disturbance: Physical Wing Movements Creating Boom Roll 
The third disturbance is from physical movement of the wings. When off height 
error is apparent (Figure 4.4), a wing movement is necessary to eliminate the boom 
error (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5: Raise Right Wing Movement Necessary to Correct for Boom Height Error 
To raise a wing, hydraulic fluid is forced against a cylinder causing the wing to 
raise. By forcing this fluid against the cylinder, a reaction force is generated and often 
induces boom roll. This boom roll then creates boom error (Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.6: Positive Boom Roll Angle Create After Right Wing is Raised: Boom Roll Angle Creates 
Left Wing Boom Height Error 
The magnitude of boom roll that is created from a wing movement is dependent 
on the acceleration that is created by the force to raise or lower a wing, and how the 
floating boom is connected to the chassis. Manufacturers use different designs to 
attempt to dampen these forces, and different suspension designs play a large role in 
how much boom roll is created. Depending on the machine and the type of linkage to 
the floating frame, these movements may also induce forces that are transferred on to 
the chassis and create chassis roll rate.  
Small magnitudes of boom roll will create significant boom height error, 
especially at the end of the boom. On a machine with 132ft wide booms a two degree 
boom roll angle will cause 28 inches of vertical displacement at the end of the wing 
(Table 4.1).        
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Table 4.1: Wing Tip Displacement Caused from Boom Roll Angle 
 
4.3.4 Disturbances Evaluated 
To evaluate the performance of the automatic boom height control systems 
accurately, all disturbances that create boom height error must be a part of the test 
setup. Chassis roll rate, uneven terrain features, and boom roll caused from wing 
movements must all be evaluated as part of a standard test.  
4.4 Standardization of Test Procedures 
Several different approaches have been discussed in literature for boom height 
control testing. Examples include, driving the machine through a field, driving the 
machine over a test track, a stationary evaluate by simulating changing terrain with a 
platform under the sensors, and recommendations from the ISO 14131 standard to 
perform stationary testing using a simulator to input forces into the machine frame. Each 
of these different testing environments has its benefits and drawbacks, but all 
procedures should be evaluated to compare the advantages and disadvantages of 
each. 
4.4.1 Stationary Testing Evaluation 
Two different stationary testing procedures were discussed to evaluate the 
performance of automatic boom height control systems. The first by Herbst et al., 2015, 
used a stationary test stand with a raising and lowering platforms to simulate changing 
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ground height under the wings. This procedure produces consistent and repeatable 
results as the data showed. Multiple tests can be performed quickly and more frequently 
as the availability for a field or test track is not needed. The setup also does not change 
between tests, as there are very few changing environmental factors. Disadvantages 
from this procedure are the stationary testing does not produce any disturbances into 
the control system caused from the chassis roll rate. To perform the comparison of 
different automatic boom height control systems in a stationary environment the chassis 
roll rate would also need to be an input into the system, along with the disturbances 
caused from uneven terrain under the wings simulated by the raising and lowering 
platforms. This would better simulate actual conditions that the boom height control 
system would see if the field. 
The second stationary procedure was briefly discussed in the ISO 14131 standard 
calls for a different stationary testing procedure that uses a simulator to input 
movements under the sprayer tires to force wing movements and effectively induce 
chassis roll rate into the system. If developed correctly, this procedure could do well to 
simulate chassis roll rate, but the disturbance caused from uneven terrain would also 
need to be addressed with raising and lowering platforms. 
To develop a stationary test stand that accurately mimics field dynamics of the 
machine from a field a stand would need to be built that uses both the raising and 
lowering platforms, and a way to induce chassis roll rate into the machine using some 
type of simulator. After a functional test stand is built, the chassis roll rate input 
simulator and lowering and raising platforms would need to be controlled in unison to 
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mimic actual testing conditions. Field data would need to be collected to verify this 
relationship, and different situations and terrain could be evaluated.  
4.4.2 Test Track or Field Testing Evaluation 
To avoid the need to build a test stand and verify its functionally with actual field 
data, the machine can also be driven over a test track or through different fields to 
collect the necessary boom height data.  
The advantages of using a test track are that testing can be performed many times 
and the shape of the track should not deform or change. Testing can also be performed 
more often as the availability for a field is not needed. The dimensions and terrain 
features for this test track would however need to be developed into a standard so that 
different parties comparing automatic boom height control systems were using a test 
track with the same dimensions and results could be compared. It would also be difficult 
to assess how automatic boom height control system would perform over different 
terrains. Multiple test tracks with different features and dimensions would be required. 
Driving the machine through a field would simulate actual conditions the 
automatic boom height control system would see in a normal spray application. The 
machine could be driven through different fields with changing terrain to assess how the 
system performs in different types of field conditions. Different soil conditions could also 
be examined depending of the fields available. Additionally, testing through a field could 
take place at different times of the years over bare ground, or different crops and 
canopy levels to see how the system reacts in different environments. Testing in a field 
also eliminates the need for a stationary test stand or test track to be built and 
developed with the correct inputs. The issue with testing in a field is availability and 
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consistency. Anyone wanting to perform this testing will need access to a field. The field 
may not be available when needed, or a very small window could be available for the 
testing to take place. If performing field-testing the actual ground profile will change 
slightly on a pass-to-pass basic and could significantly change yearly. For an effective 
analysis, it will be required to document the field conditions to produce consistent and 
repeatable results.  
4.4.3 Field Testing Evaluation  
To perform the analysis of the different automatic boom height control systems in 
a field-testing environment was the chosen testing procedure to create the necessary 
metrics and procedure to analyze automatic boom height control systems. By 
comparing the systems in a field environment simulates actual conditions that the 
control system will see during an actual spray application. Developing a stationary test 
stand that effectively simulates the machine dynamics in the field was outside the scope 
of this research. 
More severe terrain such as farmable terraces or waterways create larger 
disturbances into the system. The automatic boom height control system will need to 
react to these disturbances to maintain a consistent boom height, and the performance 
of the system will ultimately be limited by the severity of the terrain. A quantitative metric 
will need to be developed that effectively characterizes the terrain during testing. This 
information is needed to produce results that show how an automatic boom height 
control system performs in different types of terrain. 
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4.5 Developing Terrain Characteristic Metric 
The metric that was developed to characterize the terrain and develop the 
relationship between the terrain and the height error created is the sample standard 
deviation of the chassis roll rate. This is calculated from the chassis roll angle of the 
machine. The raw chassis roll angle was recorded using an Inertial Measurement Unit 
built into a GPS receiver at 10 Hz. After all the raw chassis roll angle data was collected 
this array of data was processed. The raw chassis roll angle was filtered by applying a 
five point running average to smooth the data (Equation 3). The rate of change of the 
filtered chassis roll signal was then calculated to produce a raw chassis roll rate 
(Equation 4). This signal was then filtered to smooth the derivative output (Equation 5).  
Equation 3: Smooth Raw Chassis Roll Angle 
 
Equation 4: Calculate Raw Chassis Roll Rate 
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Equation 5: Smooth Raw Chassis Roll Rate 
 
The sample standard deviation and mean of the filtered chassis roll rate was then 
calculated (Equation 6). 
Equation 6: Mean and Sample Standard Deviation of Chassis Roll Rate 
 
A low standard deviation of chassis roll rate explains that there is less variation 
from the mean. A low standard deviation of chassis roll rate is produced from a machine 
that is not abruptly rolling from terrain that is less severe and ultimately creating less 
disturbances into the control system. A high standard deviation explains that there is a 
larger variation from the true mean of the chassis roll rate data. This is caused from a 
chassis roll angle that is changing faster due to more severe and abrupt terrain changes 
and more disturbances that the control system will need to react to. 
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4.5.1 Terrain Characteristic Metric 
To provide more details on the standard deviation of chassis roll rate metric, 
baseline data was collected by driving a sprayer though a field with different terrain 
features and severity of terrain. There was no automatic boom height control system 
engaged during testing, and the wings were only raised and lowered to prevent the 
wings from hitting the ground and attempting to maintain a level boom height when 
needed. Therefore, any boom height error that is created is developed from the terrain 
and the relationship between the terrain and the chassis dynamics. For testing, the 
machine was driven down two test passes each 0.5 miles in length for a total 1-mile test 
path. Data was removed as the machine turned around in the headland. The test path 
crossed through a waterway four different times on the first pass, and twice on the 
return pass (Figure 4.7). Native grasses were growing through the waterways and were 
mowed prior to testing. The sprayer used a 100ft spray boom and the tire tread width 
was set at 120 inches. In testing, the machine was driven at 10 mph, as this was 
assumed to be normal operating speed during a spray application through this pass in 
the field. As the machine passed through the waterways at locations one, two, three, 
and five the machine was slowed down slightly to around 8-9 mph. The machine was 
slowed down to imitate the driving speed during a normal spray application, as traveling 
10 mph was thought to be to aggressive traveling through these waterways at these 
locations. The data was then split up into four different sections with different severities 
of terrain to analyze the relationship between the severity of terrain and its effect on the 
chassis roll rate of the machine. 
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Figure 4.7: Test Field Data Collection Sections 
The chassis roll rate and the height of the boom at the outer ultrasonic (L2 and 
R2) sensors (Figure 4.8) were plotted to show the relationship between the chassis roll 
rate of the machine and the boom height error that is created.  
 
 
Figure 4.8: Locations of L2 and R2 Sensors Used to Collect Boom Height Data in Terrain Analysis 
Characterization 
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These sensors had a range of 16-100 inches. When the height at the ultrasonic 
sensor is greater than 100 inches the sensor will only output 100 inches, and if the 
boom height at the sensor is lower than 16 inches the sensor will only output 16 inches.  
Section A was the most severe terrain of the four sections as the machine drove 
through the deepest parts of the waterway at locations one, two, and three. In these 
locations significant chassis roll rate was created with amplitudes around +/- 5 
degrees/second as the machine abruptly rolled through the waterways. These large 
amplitudes induced significant disturbances into the system. Since there was no 
automatic boom height control system active these extreme disturbances created 
significant boom height error (Figure 4.9). 
 
Figure 4.9: Severe Terrain Creating Chassis Roll Rate and Therefore Disturbances into the 
System: Without Control System this Produces Significant Boom Height Error 
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The terrain in Section B was much less severe and was a more rolling terrain. 
The machine consistently rolled back and forth with amplitudes of around +/- 2 
degrees/second with a frequency of about 4.5 seconds. Disturbances were still induced 
into the system from the slower rolling chassis, but much smaller than in Section A. 
Boom height error from the rolling chassis was a lower magnitude than in Section A 
(Figure 4.10).  
 
Figure 4.10: Gentle Rolling Terrain Creating Small Chassis Roll Rate and Therefore Small 
Disturbances into the System: Without Control System this Produces Small Boom Height Error 
The terrain in Section C had even very little terrain features and created very 
small amplitudes in chassis roll rate around +/- 1 degrees/second. Very minimal boom 
height error was created in this test section. More boom height error was apparent 
around 212 seconds, but this was likely caused by non-level terrain under the sensors 
(Figure 4.11).  
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Figure 4.11: Non-Severe Terrain Creating Minimal Chassis Roll Rate and Therefore Mininal 
Disturbances into the System: Without Control System this Produces Minimal Boom Height Error 
The terrain in Section D had two areas with fairly severe terrain, and a long 
stretch with level and non-severe terrain. Section D had two passes through the 
waterway at location five, which induced a larger amount of chassis roll rate. The terrain 
between locations five and six was less rolling terrain, and did not create chassis roll 
rate. After location six, there was more variable terrain that created chassis roll rate. 
Significant boom height error was produced from location five and location six until the 
end of the run, but minimal boom height error between locations five and six. 
Significantly, less chassis roll rate was produced from the section between five and six 
with amplitudes about +/- 1 degrees/sec (Figure 4.12), but enough boom height error 
was created at sections five and six to qualitatively label the terrain as moderate.  
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Figure 4.12: Moderate Terrain Creating Some Chassis Roll Rate and Therefore Some Disturbances 
into the System: Without Control System this Produces Moderate Boom Height Error 
The sample standard deviation σs(CRR) and mean µs(CRR) of the filtered 
chassis roll rate were calculated separately for each section in the field. Section A has 
the largest standard deviation of the filtered chassis roll rate followed by Section D, B, 
and C respectively (Table 4.2). For each section, mean chassis roll rate was 
approximately 0 degrees/sec as expected. 
Table 4.2: Sample Standard Deviation of Filtered Chassis Roll Rate Sections (A-D) 
 
The standard deviation metric shows that the most severe terrain in Section A 
created the largest deviation in chassis roll rate from the mean. The least severe terrain 
in section C induced the least variation in chassis roll rate. The standard deviation of 
chassis roll rate is a metric that can be used to assess the severity of the terrain by 
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relating the amount of chassis roll rate to a disturbance that is induced into the system 
that ultimately creates boom height error. The automatic boom height control system will 
then need to make adjustments to minimize this boom height error created. This metric 
can be used to quantify the severity of the terrain and characterize the terrain and how it 
creates chassis roll rate on the machine. 
4.5.2 Limitations with Terrain Characteristic Metric 
If terrain in different fields is to be compared, the chassis roll angle data should 
only be collected from the same machine or different machines that are the same size, 
model, and with the same setup (boom width, liquid in the product tank, tires, etc.). The 
machine suspension and ultimately the dynamics of the machine will play a large role in 
the magnitude and frequency of chassis roll rate that is created from the terrain. These 
variables will need to be kept constant to perform the terrain characterization.  
 4.6 Developing Metric to Analyze Boom Height Data 
After the testing is complete and the boom height data is collected with the 
different systems and all factors, levels, and replications tested the next step will be to 
analyze the boom height data collected and create a metric that effectively compares 
the performance of the automatic boom height control systems. This metric should 
create a key performance indicator that is an accurate representation of the 
performance of the system, that is repeatable in all testing and terrain environments, 
and is easily understood by different stakeholders and calculated in engineering units 
allowing for quantitative conclusions to be made. 
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4.6.1 Hockley Index Assessment 
In the agricultural industry today there is a proposed metric called the Hockley 
Index (Griffith, et al., 2012). The Hockley Index is a metric that catalogs the time the 
height of the boom is in different height ranges. When the height of the boom is close to 
the target height, the Hockley Index gains points. As the boom becomes farther from the 
target height the Hockley Index will start to subtract points. These ranges are then 
weighted based on their effect on application quality. The final Hockley Index metric is a 
number from -100 to 100. A perfect score of 100 would indicate that the boom height 
was within +/- 5 inches of the target height for the duration of the test. The worse 
possible score of -100 would indicate that the boom height was either less than -25 
inches or greater than 25 inches from the target height for the entire test run.  
The final Hockley Index is a metric that can be used to compare the relative 
performance of different systems. This should not be the proposed industry standard 
metric to use to analyze the boom height data collected to compare automatic boom 
height control systems for several reasons. First, there are no engineering units 
associated with the Hockley Index. Without engineering units it is more difficult to make 
performance comparisons, meaning the ability put a number behind how much one 
system performs better or worse than another system. Second, the Hockley Index 
catalogs the time the boom is spent in different height ranges, and then these ranges 
are then weighted based on the importance to the overall application quality. These 
height ranges and their importance could change in different spray application 
situations, and different parties performing the testing could alter the ranges or weights 
on the Hockley Index depending on their situation. Finally, in many cases the automatic 
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boom height control system will never bring the boom to a consistent level height, and 
the boom height will have sinusoidal oscillations of different amplitudes and frequencies. 
During these sinusoidal oscillations, the boom height will often travel through the target 
height on its way to a height extreme. This behavior causes the Hockley Index to 
saturate and as the boom height is often constantly traveling through the target height.  
A metric that is in engineering units will allow for quantitative conclusions to be 
made, and results that will show true comparisons of the systems. Manufacturers and 
custom applicators will ultimately want to know how better or worse one system is 
compared to another. With a metric that uses engineering units these direct 
comparisons can be made. Manufacturers can verify if they have developed a better 
boom height control system, and custom applicators can decide if the performance 
improvement is worth the additional investment with a different automatic boom height 
control system. Data was collected with two different boom height control systems 
through the same pass in a field with a target height of 45 inches while holding all other 
variables constant. Time series plots of the boom height at the left outer sensor (L2) 
were developed to visually compare the performance of the system (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.13: Boom Height at L2 Sensor Comparison between Boom Height Control System A and 
Boom Height Control System B 
System A performed significantly better than System B based on the left boom 
height in System A was much closer to the target height more of the time, and had a 
much smaller deviation from the target height. With System B, the boom height had a 
much higher deviation from the target height and at these higher deviations spray drift 
and streaking would likely occur. The boom height in System A was within an optimal or 
acceptable range for the duration of the test. The Hockley Index metric for System B is 
about 13 points lower than System A. Although this shows improvement, the 13 points 
does not show how System A had had around half of the height deviation compared to 
System B.  
The Hockley Index output also often converges to the target height mean 
especially over long test runs (Figure 4.14). As the machine is constantly rolling back 
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and forth, the boom height rarely stabilizes. As the boom height passes through the 
target height, the Hockley Index will gain points. The Hockley Index output then 
saturates as the boom height is constantly passing through the target height as it travels 
to a height extreme. The Hockley Index will underrepresent the height extremes, but at 
these extremes the application quality is highly affected. 
 
Figure 4.14: Histogram Hockley Index Saturating Due to Significant Boom Height Values Near 
Target Height. Hockley Index Underrepesented by Height Extremes  
The second reason why the Hockley Index is not an ideal metric is because the 
different height ranges are determined from observational assumptions and their 
perceived importance on their application quality. According to the Hockley Index, when 
the percentage of time the boom is within +/- 5 inches from the target height the Hockley 
Index is multiplied by 1. In this range, it was determined that the boom height was 
optimal for the best application quality and coverage. The percentage of time the boom 
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was within +/- 5 to +/- 15 inches the Hockley Index is multiplied by 0.75. In this height 
range the boom height was consider acceptable. The percentage of time the boom is 
within +/- 15 to +/- 25 inches the Hockley Index is multiplied by 0.25, and this this height 
spray drift and streaking were thought to become an issue and the boom height was 
considered marginal. Finally, the percentage of time the boom is greater than +/- 25 
inches the Hockley Index is multiplied by -1, and in this range the boom height is 
consider unacceptable as streaking and spray drift are very likely to occur. These 
optimal, acceptable, marginal, and unacceptable ranges are highly dependent on the 
type of chemical being sprayed, nozzles used, ambient conditions, and overall machine 
setup. The importance of these ranges is an objective observation that could be 
changed depending on the type of testing being performed. Herbst et al., 2015 created 
a modified Hockley Index (Equation 2) for their stationary evaluation that was used to 
analyze the boom height data collected. The modified Hockley Index that they used was 
similar to the Hockley Index created by Griffith et al., 2012 but the optimal, acceptable, 
marginal, and unacceptable ranges were adjusted slightly. The Hockley Index may not 
become a generally acceptable metric as different parties could make slight 
adjustments to the Hockley Index similar to Herbst et al., 2015. A metric should be 
developed that cannot be manipulated or modified to provide the industry with a 
common metric.  
4.6.2 Proposed Boom Height Data Analysis Metric 
By looking at the mean and standard deviation of boom height data collected, an 
improved metric was established that effectively analyzes the performance of the 
systems (Equation 7). The mean shows the average boom height during testing, and 
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the standard deviation explains how much the boom height deviates from this mean. 
The boom height mean should be very close to the target height in a well performing 
automatic boom height control system. The standard deviation is the most important 
metric as it shows the variation from the mean, or the range of data. A higher standard 
deviation explains that there is a larger range of data around the mean. A smaller 
standard deviation explains that the boom height differed less around the mean. The 
standard deviation metric also outputs in the same units as the provided boom height 
data.  
Equation 7: Mean and Sample Standard Deviation of Boom Height 
 
The same data was analyzed using the mean and standard deviation metric as 
previously explained in the Hockley Index assessment. System A had the best 
performance and this was explained with a mean of 47.2 inches with a standard 
deviation of 6.0 inches. System B had a mean boom height of 48.4 inches with a 
standard deviation of 10.8 inches (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.15: Boom Height at L2 Sensor Comparison between Boom Height Control System A and 
Boom Height Control System B Using Mean and Standard Deviation Metrics 
By using the mean and standard deviation metrics, direct comparisons can be 
made assessing the performance of the system. The boom height in the testing with 
System B had approximately 56% higher standard deviation than the boom height in the 
testing with System A. Using this comparison System B had approximately 56% higher 
variation from the target height compared to System A.  
The mean and standard deviation data analysis metrics should be calculated with 
the boom height data from sensors on both sides of the machine. This will show the 
variation of boom height data from the mean of the left wing and the right wing. 
4.7 Documentation of Field, Machine, and Test Variables 
To perform the testing of different automatic boom height control systems there 
are many details that need to be documented and general testing procedures that 
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should be followed. By creating all this documentation and following the suggested 
procedures, manufacturers can be confident in comparing the performance of boom 
height control systems. Custom applicators will also be able to make decisions that are 
more informed on the type of automatic boom height control system that is best for their 
operation, and they will be better able to tune their system for the best performance. 
4.7.1 Documentation of Field Conditions 
It is required to document the field conditions at the time of testing. This 
information is required as the field conditions will affect the performance of the 
automatic boom height control system. An overall photo of the field should be displayed 
(Google Earth or another program) along with general comments regarding the terrain. 
This photo and observations should only serve as a general reference to the field the 
testing took place in. General comments should be documented regarding the 
geographic location, soil conditions, any crop or residue in the field, and any other 
important information. Machine traffic passes associated with the testing should be 
included as a map overlay.  
4.7.2 Documentation of Machine Parameters 
 All the relevant machine information needs to be documented. This includes the 
machine type and model, vehicle mass, boom width, a brief description of how the 
boom attaches to the machine (with pictures), the tires installed and tire pressure, the 
amount of fluid in the solution tank, the track width, type of automatic boom height 
control used. If comparing against the performance of a manual operator, the 
experience of this operator should also be documented. Additionally, the type of 
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guidance system used should be noted. Finally, the type of ultrasonic sensor used 
during testing, and their horizontal location on the boom.  
4.7.3 Documentation Test Variables 
The variables tested should also be documented. This will include the boom 
target height or heights used in testing, whether this height setting was the height over 
the ground or the height over a crop canopy (if applicable). The ground speed or 
different ground speeds used in testing, and any adjusted settings on the control 
system. 
4.8 Testing Requirements and Assumptions 
There are several requirements that must be met to perform the testing that has 
been explained and to use the terrain characteristic metric and boom height data 
analysis metrics to assess the performance of the automatic boom height control 
system based on the severity of the terrain. Without meeting these testing requirements, 
the testing should not be performed. 
4.8.1 Testing Setup Requirements 
To perform this testing the following requirements must be met: An automatic 
boom height control system must be installed using ground detection sensors mounted 
on the boom. A data acquisition system must be setup to collect the ultrasonic height 
data as it is measured from the sensors. This data acquisition system should be setup 
to collect the data with the same frequency that it is sent from the sensors. Different 
manufacturers of automatic boom height control systems often require different ground 
detection sensors to be installed in different locations across the boom. If comparing 
different systems with different ground detection sensors the data acquisition system 
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should be setup to collect the data from one set of sensors that are installed in the same 
location across the boom. For example if automatic boom height control system A with 
ground detection sensors model 1 is to be compared against automatic boom height 
control system B with ground detection sensors model 2. When collecting and analyzing 
the boom height data from both systems this must be done either using the data 
collected from either ground detection sensor model 1 or ground detection sensor 
model 2. This will ensure that the data collected for every system is from the same 
sensors mounted in the same location on the boom.  
To perform the terrain analysis metric a sensor must be installed on the machine 
that records the angle of the machine. This vehicle roll angle output needs to output a 
minimal of 5 Hz to allow the vehicle roll rate to be calculated at a suitable resolution.  
Prior to testing all calibrations need to be performed on the automatic boom 
height control system to insure the system is setup correctly. Any settings that are 
changed that may affect the performance of the system needs to be documented. The 
hydraulic oil temperature should also be above the minimal manufacturer’s 
recommendations as the oil temperature will affect how the control systems operate.  
An automatic guidance system should be installed to ensure the vehicle is 
passing over the same terrain on every pass. Additionally, if after several passes ruts 
start to form in the field the guidance line should be shifted the width of the tires to drive 
the tires over the directly adjacent terrain (Figure 4.16).  
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Figure 4.16: Shifted Path Right One Tire Width After Ruts Formed 
It will be up to the discretion of the person performing the test if and when a 
shifted guidance line should be implemented. The path may need to be shifted several 
times during testing depending on the field conditions. As ruts are formed in the field, 
the soil will become more compact and will change the disturbances that are induced 
into the control system from the terrain. 
Each separate test that is performed should be tested a minimum of three 
replications. The order that each tests in performed should be random, but each system 
should be tested the same amount of times on each test path. 
4.8.2 Requirements to Perform Terrain Characterization 
To produce the terrain characteristic metric several procedures will need to be 
followed. First, before testing the boom frame should be unfolded and the boom frame 
lowered to the target height. The wings should then be raised so they will not contact 
the ground as the machine moves through the field. The machine should then be driven 
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across the field over the same path that will be used during the boom height data 
testing. The ground speed should be the same that will be used for testing. If multiple 
ground speeds are to be used in testing, collecting the terrain analysis metric should be 
performed at each ground speed. For data collection in the terrain characteristic all 
automatic boom height control systems should be disengaged and the wings should not 
be lowered or raised during the terrain data collection. This is to prevent any chassis roll 
rate to be created from wing movements. Any chassis roll rate that is produced is 
induced from the terrain and not from the control system through wing movements. The 
chassis roll angle sensor should be documented along with the calculations that were 
used to calculate the filtered chassis roll angle and filtered chassis roll rate. 
4.9 Example: Comparing Automatic Boom Height Control System in Field Testing 
Three automatic boom height control systems were compared in a field-testing 
environment. The field, machine, and test variables were documented. The terrain 
characterization was performed along with the boom height data analysis. For the 
terrain characterization and boom height data collection, all machine setup parameters 
were the same as explained in section 4.9.1.  
4.9.1 Documentation Field, Machine, and Test Parameters 
To collect the boom height data the machine was driven across a field in central 
Iowa over ground that was not plowed following a corn harvest. Small ruts in the field 
were developed after driving the machine over same path ten times. A guidance line 
was used to drive the machine down the same path in each test run. After nine passes, 
the guidance line was shifted over one tire width to drive the machine on a new path. 
For testing, the machine was driven down two passes each 0.5 miles in length for a total 
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1-mile test path. Data was removed as the machine turned around in the headland. The 
test path crossed through a waterway four different times on the first pass, and twice on 
the return pass (Figure 4.17). As the machine passed through the waterway at locations 
one, two, and three significant boom height error was induced and the machine needed 
to be slowed down to 8-9 mph to prevent the booms wing tips from striking the ground. 
Native grasses were growing through the waterways and were mowed prior to testing.  
 
Figure 4.17: Field Used for Data Collection 
Three different boom height control systems were compared in testing. Systems 
A, B, and C. Boom target heights of 35 and 45 inches and ground speeds of 10 and 15 
mph were tested. Three replications were performed for each system at a set boom 
height and ground speed for 36 total test runs. Nine tests were performed on a single 
path then the guidance line was shifted over one tire width. On each test path, the boom 
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height and ground speed were held constant while all three systems were tested with 
three replications. The order in which these tests were performed within each test path 
was randomized.  
After the hydraulic oil temperature had reached the John Deere’s 
recommendations of 140º F, each automatic boom height control system was calibrated 
prior to testing. Testing was also performed with the oil temperature above 140º F. 
The machine used in testing was a John Deere R4030 with 100ft wide steel 
booms. The product tank on the machine had approximately 200 gallons in the tank 
during testing. The unloaded mass of this machine was 30,612.5 lbs. The tires on the 
machine were Firestone IF 380/90R46 and were set at 50 psi. The ultrasonic sensors 
used were factory John Deere ultrasonic sensors (Figure 4.18). The left (L2) and right 
(R2) outer sensors were used to collect the boom height data. These sensors were 
installed in their factory locations 81 inches from the end of the wing on both sides 
(Figure 4.19). These sensors had the ability to record the height above a crop canopy 
and the height of the ground through a crop canopy. For testing the controls systems 
were set to control the boom height based on the canopy signal. The height data 
collected was also based on this canopy signal.   
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Figure 4.18: John Deere Ultrasonic Sensors Used For Boom Height Data Collection 
 
Figure 4.19: Ultrasonic Sensor Location and Boom Width on Machine Used In Testing 
John Deere has designed the R4030 boom frame to rotate relative to the 
chassis. This creates a floating frame that is connected to a fixed frame with two pivot 
connections (Figure 4.20). The fixed frame is only allowed to raise and lower from the 
chassis with a hydraulic cylinder, but cannot rotate away from the chassis. The floating 
boom is connected to the fixed frame through two pivot linkages, shock dampeners, and 
contact rollers (Figure 4.21). The shock dampeners attempt to dampen forces 
developed from the floating boom rolling from side to side and attempt to help the boom 
maintain stability. The contact rollers help to prevent the boom from falling away from 
the fixed frame.  
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Figure 4.20: Floating Frame Linkage to Fixed Frame and Chassis 
 
Figure 4.21: John Deere R4030 Floating Boom Connection to Fixed Frame 
The chassis roll angle was collected using a John Deere SF6000 GPS Receiver 
at 10 Hz. The filtered chassis roll rate was calculated using Equation 3, Equation 4, and 
Equation 5. 
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4.9.2 Terrain Characteristic Metric 
To provide more information on the relationship between the terrain and the 
height error produced, the terrain characteristic metric was calculated prior to executing 
the experimental design. The machine was driven at 10 and 15 miles per hour along the 
first test path in the field, all boom height control systems were disabled, and the wings 
were not lowered or raised during testing. Data was removed as the machine turned 
around in the headlands. When driven at 15 miles per hour the terrain created more 
chassis roll rate and therefore more disturbances into the control system (Figure 4.22).  
 
Figure 4.22: Terrain Characteristic Chassis Roll Rate Plots 
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The mean filtered chassis roll rate µ(CRR) for both 10 mph and 15 mph was 
approximately 0 degrees/second as expected. The standard deviation of the filtered 
chassis roll rate σs(CRR) for 15 mph was higher at 1.15 degrees/second while the slower 
speed of 10 mph was 0.81 degrees/second respectively (Table 4.3). At higher ground 
speeds, the chassis will generally roll more frequently and with a higher amplitude.  
Table 4.3: Terrain Characteristic Metrics 
 
4.9.3 Boom Height Data Performance Comparison 
Three different boom height control systems were compared. On each test path 
in the field, data was collected from all three systems at one boom height, one ground 
speed and three replications. Due to a recording error, the data from test run seven was 
removed from all calculations. After the height data was collected, the mean and 
standard deviation was calculated (Equation 8) from the boom height data collected 
from the left outer (L2) and right outer (R2) ultrasonic sensors (Table 4.4).  
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Equation 8: Mean and Standard Devation of Boom Height Data from L2 and R2 Sensors Metrics 
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Table 4.4: Data and Calculated Metrics from 35 Total Test Runs: Three Boom Height Control 
Systems, Two Boom Heights, Two Ground Speeds 
 
After the µL2, σL2, µR2, σR2 metrics were calculated for all 35 test runs, these 
metrics were averaged for all replications of the same configuration (Table 4.5). 
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Table 4.5: Test Configurations: Metrics Averaged from Three Replications 
 
Confidence intervals were created for the estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 based on 
all 35-test runs (Figure 4.23). The estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 for System A was much 
than the estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 for System B and System C. Higher ground 
speeds also produced a higher estimated σL2 and σR2 with all systems.  
To test if there was a statistical difference between the estimated mean of σL2 and 
σR2 with Systems A, B, and C a one-way ANOVA test was performed using the Games-
Howell Pairwise Comparison at 95% confidence while assuming unequal variances 
(Table 4.6).  
The estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 was statistically different with System A 
compared to the estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 with System B. The estimated mean of 
σL2 and σR2 was also statistically different with System A compared to the estimated 
mean of σL2 and σR2 with System C. There was not a statistical difference between the 
estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 comparing System B to System C for all test 
configurations. 
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Figure 4.23: 95% Confidence Inervals for Estimated Mean of  σL2 and σR2 
 
Table 4.6: Games-Howell Pairwise Comparisons of Variance: σL2 and σR2 for All Test Configurations 
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After determining that the estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 for System A was 
statistically different from the estimated mean of σL2 and σR2 in System B and System C, 
direct comparisons were made showing the estimated performance improvements 
comparing System A to System B and System A to System C. Direct comparisons were 
not made comparing Systems B to Systems C as there was not statistical differences in 
all test configurations.  
Based on the data collected in this field and with these configurations it is 
estimated that the average standard deviation of boom height data collected when 
running control System A will be approximately 60% of the average standard deviation 
of boom height data collected when running control System B. Additionally, the average 
standard deviation of boom height data collected when running control System A will be 
approximately 48% of the average standard deviation of boom height data collected 
when running control System C. (Table 4.7). 
Table 4.7: Analyis of Performance Improvements Based on Standard Devation Metrics 
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 4.10 Conclusions 
The ability to maintain a consistent and level boom height during a spray 
application is very important to maximize the spray application quality and minimize the 
potential for spray drift. Historically, it has been difficult to find the best procedure to 
collect the necessary boom height data, and process this data to create a metric that 
explains the performance of the control system. Using the general procedure discussed 
in this chapter, users will be able to collect boom height data while driving the machine 
through a test field. This procedure required documentation of all necessary test 
parameters to explain the machine and test variables in testing. The terrain analysis 
metric will allow users to explain the performance of the system along with a 
quantitative metric that explains the relationship between the terrain and boom height 
error created. With the improved boom height data analysis metric users will be able to 
collect the necessary boom height data and quantify the performance of different control 
systems. By following this general procedure, manufacturers will be able to verify 
performance upgrades to their systems, and custom applicators will have more 
confidence in making informed decisions on which boom height control system will work 
best for their operation.   
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